
geodesy.clock_configuration [table]

the table contains information of all clock configurations.
id int4 not null

unique identifier of a clock configuration record, primary key and foreign key to id in cofiguration table

input_frequency text

input frequency used in clock configuration

geodesy.equipment_configuration [table]

the table contains information of all equipment configurations, it is the parent table to all individual configuration tables
equipment_configuration_id  int4 not null

 unique identifier of a equipment configuration, primary key

equipment_id  int4 not null

 unique identifier of a equipment used in the configuration, foreign key to id of equipment table

configuration_time  timestamp

 time stamp(UTC) when the equipment configuration is made

fk_clock_configuration_id

geodesy.cors_site [table]

table that contains information about all goedesy cors site

bedrock_condition  text

bedrock_type  text

 the type of bed rock of the site

domes_number  text

 domes number assigned by IERS ITRS Product center

four_character_id  varchar(4) not null

 4-digit station identifier and the unique identifier of the site

geologic_characteristic  text

 features of the earth that were formed by geological processes
id  int4 not null

 unique identifier, primary key

monument_id  int4

 identifier of monument, the cors site is sitt on, foreign key to monument table

nine_character_id  varchar(9) not null

site_status  varchar(20) not null

geodesy.monument [table]

the table contains information about the monuments
id int4 not null

unique identifier of a monument, primary key

description text

description of a monument

foundation text

foundation of a monument

height text

the height of a monument

marker_description text

marker description of a monument

fk_cors_site_monument

geodesy.site [table]

the table contains all information about geodesy sites
id int4 not null

unique identifier of a geodesy site, primary key

date_installed timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when the site is installed

description text

description about the site

name text

the name of the site

"version" int4

version of the data when it is populated through application layer

shape geometry

shape of a site

fk_cors_site_id

geodesy.cors_site_in_network [table]

the table contains information of cors sites that are part of cors site networks
id int4 not null

unique identifier of record in the table, primary key

cors_site_id int4

unique identifier of a cors site, foreign key to id in cors_site table

cors_site_network_id int4 not null

unique identifier of a cors site network, foreigh key to id in cors_site_network table

effective_from timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when current record starts to use

effective_to timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when current record ceased to use

fk_cors_site_in_network_siteid

geodesy.cors_site_network [table]

the table contains information of cors site networks
id  int4 not null

 unique identifier of cors site network, primary key

name  text not null

 name of cors site network

description  text

 description or notes of cors site network

"version"  int4

fk_cors_site_in_network_networkid

geodesy.cors_site_added_to_network [table]

network_id int4 not null

effective_from timestamp

effective_to timestamp

site_id int4 not null
id int4 not null

geodesy.domain_event [table]

the table contains information about all domain events

event_name  text not null

 the name of a sitelog event
id  int4 not null

 the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

error  text

 error occurred in a domain event

retries  int4

 flag indicate whether retries had been done for a errored domain event

subscriber  text not null

 the subscriber of a domain event

time_handled  timestamp

 time(UTC) when a domain event is handled

time_published  timestamp

 time(UTC) when a domain event is published

time_raised  timestamp not null

 time(UTC) when a domain event error is raised

username  text

fk222urqk2qjbhph3rrxbtc7hsn

geodesy.databasechangelog [table]

id varchar(255) not null

author varchar(255) not null

filename varchar(255) not null

dateexecuted timestamp not null

orderexecuted int4 not null

exectype varchar(10) not null

md5sum varchar(35)

description varchar(255)

comments varchar(255)

tag varchar(255)

liquibase varchar(20)

contexts varchar(255)

labels varchar(255)

deployment_id varchar(10)

geodesy.databasechangeloglock [table]
id int4 not null

locked bool not null

lockgranted timestamp

lockedby varchar(255)

geodesy.invalid_site_log_received [table]

table contains information about invalid site log received

site_log_text text not null

the log text of an invalid site log received
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary keyfk_invalid_site_log_received_id

geodesy.new_cors_site_request_received [table]

new_cors_site_request_id int4 not null
id int4 not null

fk_new_cors_site_request_received_id

geodesy.new_cors_site_request [table]
id  int4 not null

email  text not null

first_name  text not null

last_name  text not null

organisation  text not null

phone  text not null

position  text not null

sitelog_data  text not null

fk_new_cors_site_request_id

geodesy.site_log_received [table]

the table contains information that shows which site log are received.

four_char_id text not null

the four character id of the site
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

site_log_text varchar(500000)

fk_site_log_received_id

geodesy.site_updated [table]

the table contains information about site updated

four_character_id varchar(255) not null

the four character unique identifier of a site
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

fk_site_updated_id

geodesy.user_registration_received [table]

user_registration_id int4 not null
id int4 not null

fk_user_registration_received_id

geodesy.user_registration [table]
id  int4 not null

email  text not null

first_name  text not null

last_name  text not null

organisation  text not null

phone  text not null

position  text not null

remarks  text not null

fk_user_registration_id

geodesy.weekly_solution_available [table]

the table contains information about available solution to a domain event

weekly_solution_id int4 not null

foreign key to id in domain event table
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

fk_weekly_solution_avaliable_id

geodesy.equipment [table]

the table that contains information about all equipments

equipment_type text not null

type of equipment
id int4 not null

unique identifier of an equipment, primary key

manufacturer text

name of manufacturer of the equipment

serial_number text

the serial number of the equipment

type text

a specific product type of giving equipment type (such as gnss receiver or gnss antenna)

"version" int4

version of the data when it is populated through application layer

fk_equipment_configuration_equipment_id

geodesy.equipment_in_use [table]

the table contains information of all in_used equipments
id int4 not null

unique identifier of a equipment-in-use record, primary key

equipment_configuration_id int4 not null

unique identifier of a configuration record for the equipment in use, foreign key to id in equipment_configuration table

equipment_id int4 not null

unique identifier of an equipment in use, foreign key to id in equipment table

effective_from timestamp

the time stamp(UTC) when the equipment starts to use

effective_to timestamp

the time stamp(UTC) when the equipment ends to use

setup_id int4

unique identifier of a setup record used, foreign key to id in setup table

fk_equipment_in_use_equipmentid

fk_equipment_in_use_equipment_configuration_id

geodesy.setup [table]

the table contains information of all setups for geodesy sites
id  int4 not null

 unique identifier of a setup, primary key

effective_from  timestamp

 time stamp(UTC) when the setup starts to be used

effective_to  timestamp

 time stamp(UTC) when the setup ends to be used

invalidated  bool not null

 the flag indicates whether the setup is still validate

name  text not null

 the name of a setup

site_id  int4

 the quique identifier of a site where the setup is used, foreign key to id of geodesy site table

fk_equipment_in_use_id

geodesy.humidity_sensor [table]

the table contains information of all humidity sensors, the table is a child table of equipment table

aspiration  text

 aspiration of the humidity sensor
id  int4 not null

 unique identifier of a humidity sensor, primary key and foreign key to id in equipment table

fk_humidity_sensor_id

geodesy.gnss_antenna_configuration [table]

table contains configuration information of gnss antenna
id int4 not null

unique identifier of gnss antenna configuration record, primary key and foreign key to id in configuration table

alignment_from_true_north text

antenna alignment from true north (in degree)

antenna_cable_length text

the length of antenna cable

antenna_cable_type text

the type of antenna cable

antenna_reference_point text

the point where an antenna is reference to

marker_arp_east_eccentricity float8(17, 17)

the position of Antenna Reference Point (ARP) relative to the monument marker (MM) or the site eccentricity vector in east, measured by degree

marker_arp_north_eccentricity float8(17, 17)

the position of Antenna Reference Point (ARP) relative to the monument marker (MM) or the site eccentricity vector in north, measured by degree

marker_arp_up_eccentricity float8(17, 17)

the position of Antenna Reference Point (ARP) relative to the monument marker (MM) or the site eccentricity vector in up, measured by degree

notes text

the notes or further information about this antenna

radome_serial_number text

the factory serial number of the radome

radome_type text

the type of the radome

fk_gnss_antenna_configuration_id

geodesy.gnss_receiver_configuration [table]

the table contains configuration information of gnss receiver configuration
id int4 not null

unique identifier of a gnss receiver configuration record, primary key and foreign key to id in configuration table

elevation_cutoff_setting text

elevation cutoff setting measured in degree

firmware_version text

firmware for laser system version

notes text

description or further note about the configuration

satellite_system text

satelite system the receiver receives data from

temperature_stabilization text

indication whether the receiver is temperature stabilized

fk_gnss_receiver_configuration_id

geodesy.humidity_sensor_configuration [table]

the table contains information of all humidity sensors, the table is a child table of equipment table
id int4 not null

ununique identifier of a humidity sensor configuration, primary key and foreign key to id in configuration table

height_diff_to_antenna text

the height difference between antenna and humidity sensor

notes text

the notes or further information about the configuration

fk_humidity_sensor_configuration_id

geodesy.node [table]

the table contains information of nodes that associated with a site
id int4 not null

unique identifier of a node, primary key

effective_from timestamp

the time stamp(UTC) when the node starts to use

effective_to timestamp

the time stamp(UTC) when the node ceased to use

invalidated bool not null

a flag indicates whether the node is invalidated

setup_id int4

unique identifier of a setup, foreign key to id in setup table

site_id int4 not null

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id in site table

"version" int4

version of the data when it is populated through application layer

geodesy.position [table]

the table contains information of positions that associated with a node
id int4 not null

unique identifier of record in the table, primary key

as_at timestamp

the time stamp(UTC) when the positions are recorded

datum_epsg_code int4

datum EPSG code

epoch timestamp

datum Epoch

four_character_id varchar(255)

four character id of a site

node_id int4

unique identifier of a node, foreign key to id in node table

position_source_id int4

position source id

x float8(17, 17)

x origin expressed for node position

y float8(17, 17)

y origin expressed for node position

fk_setup_siteid

geodesy.sitelog_collocationinformation [table]

table contains about information about collocated instruments in site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

effective_from timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a collocated instrument starts to use

effective_to timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a collocated instrument ceased to use

instrument_type text

type of collocated instrument used

notes text

description or notes about collocated instrument

status text

status of collocated instrument

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id in sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_collocationinformation record is deleted

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

geodesy.sitelog_site [table]

table contains information about sites that generate IGS site logs
id  int4 not null

 the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

entrydate  timestamp

 the date the site log was created, timestamp without time zone

form_date_prepared  timestamp

 the data the site log form is prepared, timestamp without time zone

form_prepared_by  text

 the person who prepared the sitelog form

form_report_type  text

 site log report type

mi_antenna_graphics  text

 graphics of mi antenna

mi_hard_copy_on_file  text

 indication whether a hard copy is kept in file

mi_horizontal_mask  text

 the mask for mi horizontal

mi_text_graphics_from_antenna  text

 text graphics from antenna

mi_monument_description  text

 description of mi monument

mi_notes  text

 description or notes about mi

mi_primary_data_center  text

 mi primary data center

mi_secondary_data_center  text

 mi second data center

mi_site_diagram  text

 mi site diagram

mi_site_map  text

 mi site map

mi_site_pictires  text

 mi site pictires

mi_url_for_more_information  text

 mi url for query more information

bedrock_condition  text

 bedrock condition

bedrock_type  text

 the type of bedrock

cdp_number  text

 cdp number

date_installed  timestamp

 the date the site was installed, timestamp without time zone

distance_activity  text

 distance activity

fault_zones_nearby  text

 fault zone nearby (YES or NO)

foundation_depth  text

 depth of foundation

four_character_id  varchar(4)

 four character unique identifier of a gnss site

fracture_spacing  text

 the spacing of opening -mode fractures in layered materials

geologic_characteristic  text

 features of the earth that were formed by goelogical processes

height_of_monument  text

 the height of mounument

iers_domes_number  text

 IERS DOMES number

marker_description  text

 Definition of marker

monument_description  text

 description of monument

monument_foundation  text

 foundataion of mounment

monument_inscription  text

 inscription of monument

notes  text

 description or notes about site

site_name  text

 the name of the site

elevation_grs80  text

 elevation data in Geodetic Reference System of 1980

itrf_x  float8(17, 17)

 x origin expressed in the ITRF frame

itrf_y  float8(17, 17)

 y origin expressed in the ITRF frame

itrf_z  float8(17, 17)

 z origin expressed in the ITRF frame

city  text

 site city location

country  text

location_notes  text

 description or notes on location

state  text

 site state location

tectonic_plate  text

 tectonic plate the site is sitting on

site_log_text  text not null

 the contents of the site log

mi_doi  text

 doi of mi

nine_character_id  varchar(9)

 the nine character unique identifier of a site

cartesian_position  geometry

 Position in EPSG:7789 reference system - x,y,z

geodetic_position  geometry

 Position in EPSG:7912 reference system - lat,long,elevation

last_date_modified  timestamp

fk_sitelog_collocationinformation_siteid

geodesy.sitelog_frequencystandard [table]

table contains information about frequency standards used in site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

effective_from timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a frequency standard starts to use

effective_to timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a frequency standard ceased to use

input_frequency text

input frequency used in site log

notes text

description and notes about the frequency standard

type text

type of frequency standard

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id in sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_frequencystandard record is deleted

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

fk_sitelog_frequencystandard_siteid
geodesy.sitelog_gnssantenna [table]

table contains information about gnss antenna in site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a gnss antenna, primary key

alignment_from_true_north text

alignment of antenna from true north

antenna_cable_length text

the length of cable that connects to antenna

antenna_cable_type text

the type of cable that connects to antenna

antenna_radome_type text

the type of antenna radome

antenna_reference_point text

reference point used by the antenna

date_installed timestamp

the date the anntenna was installed, timestamp without time zone

date_removed timestamp

the date the anntenna was removed, timestamp without time zone

marker_arp_east_ecc float8(17, 17)

the position of Antenna Reference Point (ARP) relative to the monument marker (MM) or the site eccentricity vector in east, measured by degree

marker_arp_north_ecc float8(17, 17)

the position of Antenna Reference Point (ARP) relative to the monument marker (MM) or the site eccentricity vector in north, measured by degree

marker_arp_up_ecc float8(17, 17)

the position of Antenna Reference Point (ARP) relative to the monument marker (MM) or the site eccentricity vector in up, measured by degree

notes text

description or notes about the gnss antenna

radome_serial_number text

the factory serial number of the radome

serial_number text

the factory serial number of the antenna

antenna_type text

the type of the gnss antenna

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id in sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_gnssantenna record is deleted

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

fk_sitelog_gnssantenna_siteid

geodesy.sitelog_gnssreceiver [table]

table contains information about gnss receiver in site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a gnss receiver, primary key

date_installed timestamp

the date the receiver was installed, timestamp without time zone

date_removed timestamp

the date the receiver was removed, timestamp without time zone

elevation_cutoff_setting text

elevation cutoff setting measured in degree

firmware_version text

the version of firmware used by the receiver

notes text

description and notes about the gnss receiver

satellite_system text

satelite system the receiver receives data from

serial_number text

the factory serial number of the gnss receiver

temperature_stabilization text

indication whether the receiver is temperature stabilized

receiver_type text

the type of gnss receiver

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id in sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_gnssreceiver record is deleted

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

fk_sitelog_gnssreceiver_siteid geodesy.sitelog_humiditysensor [table]

table contains information about frequency standards of site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

callibration_date timestamp

calibration date, timestamp without time zone

effective_from timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a humidity sensor was used

effective_to timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a humidity sensor ceased to use

height_diff_to_antenna text

hight difference between humidity sensor and antenna

manufacturer text

manufacturer of a humidity sensor

serial_number text

serial number assigned to a humidity sensor

type text

type of a humidity sensor

accuracy_percent_rel_humidity text

accurate relative humidity (RH) in percentage

aspiration text

aspiration used

data_sampling_interval text

the interval between data sampling collection

notes text

further description of a humidity sensor record

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id of sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_humiditysensor record is deleted

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

fk_sitelog_humiditysensor_siteid
geodesy.sitelog_localepisodiceffect [table]

table contains information about episodic event in site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

event text

a episodic event in site log

site_id int4

unique identifier of site log site, foreign key to the id in sitelog_site table

effective_from timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a episodic event measurement occur

effective_to timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a episodic event ceased to be measured

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_localepisodicevent record is deleted

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

fk_sitelog_site_sitelog_localepisodiceffect

geodesy.sitelog_mutlipathsource [table]

table contains information about multiple path sources in site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a multiple path source, primary key

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id in sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_mutlipathsource record is deleted

possible_problem_source text

the source of the problem

effective_from timestamp

date when the problem first occurred

effective_to timestamp

date when the problem was resolved

notes text

any extra comments about the problem

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

fk_sitelog_mutlipathsource_siteid

geodesy.sitelog_otherinstrumentation [table]

table contains information about other instrumentation that is used in site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

effective_from timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when an instrumentation starts to use

effective_to timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when an instrumentation ceased to use

instrumentation text

time stamp(UTC) when an instrumentation ceased to use

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id in sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_otherinstrumentation record is deleted

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

fk_sitelog_otherinstrumentation_siteid

geodesy.sitelog_pressuresensor [table]

table contains information about pressure sensors of site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

callibration_date timestamp

the calibration date in pressure sensor, timestamp without time zone

effective_from timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a pressure sensor starts to be used

effective_to timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a pressure sensor ceased to use

height_diff_to_antenna text

the height difference between pressure sensor and antenna

manufacturer text

the manufacturer of the pressure sensor

serial_number text

the serial number of the pressure sensor

type text

the type of the pressure sensor, such as MET4 or PTB202A

accuracy_hpa text

measurement accuracy of the pressure sensor in hpa

data_sampling_interval text

the time interval between data sampling in using pressure sensor

notes text

description or notes about pressure sensor

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id in sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_pressuresensor record is deleted

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

fk_sitelog_pressuresensor_siteid

geodesy.sitelog_radiointerference [table]

table contains information about radio interference in site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

observed_degradation text

observed degradtion due to radio interference in site log

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id in sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_radiointerference record is deleted

possible_problem_source text

the source of the problem

effective_from timestamp

date when the problem first occurred

effective_to timestamp

date when the problem was resolved

notes text

any extra comments about the problem

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

fk_sitelog_radiointerference_siteid

geodesy.sitelog_responsible_party [table]

The table contains information of responsible party that associated with a sitelog site. Currently the responsible party information is stored as xml text, but in the future it should be coverted into columns in the table, such as name, organisation, address etc to facilitate serach.
id int4 not null

unique identifier of the record, primary key

site_id int4

foreign key to pk of sitelog_site table

responsible_party text not null

information about the responsible party that associated with the responsible role. currently in xml text

responsible_role_id int4 not null

a responsible role that associated with the responsible party record, foreign key to pk of sitelog_responsible_party_role

"index" int4

geodesy.sitelog_responsible_party_role [table]

The table contains information about all roles within the responsible party.
id  int4 not null

 unique identifier of the record, primary key.

responsible_role_name  text not null

 the name of a responsible role in responsible party defined by OGC/gml schemas.

responsible_role_xmltag  text

 the tag name used by responsible role in responsible party defined by OGC/gml schemas.

fk_sitelog_responsible_party_responsible_roleid

fk_sitelog_responsible_party_siteid

geodesy.sitelog_signalobstraction [table]

table contains information about signal obstraction in site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id in sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_signalobstraction record is deleted

possible_problem_source text

the source of the problem

effective_from timestamp

date when the problem first occurred

effective_to timestamp

date when the problem was resolved

notes text

any extra comments about the problem

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

fk_sitelog_signalobstraction_siteid

geodesy.sitelog_surveyedlocaltie [table]

table contains information about surveyed local ties in site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

date_measured timestamp

the date when a survey is made in the local ties, timestamp without time zone

dx float8(17, 17)

x origin expressed in the local ties surveyed

dy float8(17, 17)

y origin expressed in the local ties surveyed

dz float8(17, 17)

z origin expressed in the local ties surveyed

local_site_tie_accuracy text

accuracy for surveyed local ties in site log

notes text

description or notes about local ties surveyed

survey_method text

method used to survey local ties

tied_marker_cdp_number text

CDP number of tied marker for surveyed local ties

tied_marker_domes_number text

DOMES number of tied marker for surveyed local ties

tied_marker_name text

the name of tied marker for surveyed local ties

tied_marker_usage text

usage of tied marker for surveyed local ties

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site in site log, foreign key to id in sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_surveyedlocaltie record is deleted

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

fk_sitelog_surveyedlocaltie_siteid

geodesy.sitelog_temperaturesensor [table]

table contains information about temperature sensor used in site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

callibration_date timestamp

the calibration date in temperature sensor, timestamp without time zone

effective_from timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a temperature sensor starts to use

effective_to timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a temperature sensor ceased to use

height_diff_to_antenna text

height difference between temperature sensor and antenna

manufacturer text

the manufacturer of the temperature sensor

serial_number text

the serial number of the temperature sensor

type text

the type of the temperature sensor

accurace_degree_celcius text

measurement accuracy in celcius degree

aspiration text

aspiration of temperature sensor

data_sampling_interval text

the time interval between data sampling in using temperature sensor

notes text

description or notes about temperature sensor

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id in sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_temperaturesensor record is deleted

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log

fk_sitelog_temperaturesensor_siteid

geodesy.sitelog_watervaporsensor [table]

table contains information about water vaport sensor used in site log
id int4 not null

the unique identifier of a record in the table, primary key

callibration_date timestamp

the calibration date in water vaport sensor, timestamp without time zone

effective_from timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a water vapor sensor starts to use

effective_to timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a water vapor sensor ceased to use

height_diff_to_antenna text

the height difference between water vapor sensor and antenna

manufacturer text

the manufacturer of the water vapor sensor

serial_number text

the serial number of the water vapor sensor

type text

the type of the water vapor sensor

distance_to_antenna float8(17, 17)

the distance between water vapor sensor and antenna

notes text

description or notes about water vapor sensor

site_id int4

unique identifier of a site, foreign key to id in sitelog_site table

deleted_reason text

a short statement why the record is deleted

date_deleted timestamp

time stamp(UTC) when a sitelog_watervaporsensor record is deleted

date_inserted timestamp

datetime the record was inserted into the log
fk_sitelog_watervaporsensor_siteid

geodesy.v_cors_site [view]

View that combines cors_site and site tables

id int4

date_installed timestamp

description text

name text

"version" int4

shape geometry

bedrock_condition text

bedrock_type text

domes_number text

four_character_id varchar(4)

geologic_characteristic text

monument_id int4

geodesy.weekly_solution [table]

table contains information about weekly solutions
id int4 not null

as_at timestamp

epoch timestamp

sinex_file_name text

public.geography_columns [view]

f_table_catalog name

f_table_schema name

f_table_name name

f_geography_column name

coord_dimension int4

srid int4

type text

public.geometry_columns [view]

f_table_catalog varchar(256)

f_table_schema name

f_table_name name

f_geometry_column name

coord_dimension int4

srid int4

type varchar(30)

public.raster_columns [view]

r_table_catalog name

r_table_schema name

r_table_name name

r_raster_column name

srid int4

scale_x float8(17, 17)

scale_y float8(17, 17)

blocksize_x int4

blocksize_y int4

same_alignment bool

regular_blocking bool

num_bands int4

pixel_types _text

nodata_values _float8

out_db _bool

extent geometry

spatial_index bool

public.raster_overviews [view]

o_table_catalog name

o_table_schema name

o_table_name name

o_raster_column name

r_table_catalog name

r_table_schema name

r_table_name name

r_raster_column name

overview_factor int4

public.spatial_ref_sys [table]
srid int4 not null

auth_name varchar(256)

auth_srid int4

srtext varchar(2048)

proj4text varchar(2048)


